
Elemental
Frameless Dry Erase Whiteboard & Projection Surface

Rounded corners
eliminate sharp edges

Steel alloy surface
accepts magnetic 
accessories

Easy to install! Ships rolled to save you money!
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*Ships UPS
Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered.

Elemental Frameless Dry Erase & Projection Surface
 ▪ Think outside the frame with Elemental, the surface that does it all! Mounting securely as a 

frameless, minimalist magnetic dry erase board, Elemental is available in a gloss white or matte gray 
projection finish.

 ▪ Gloss white Elemental is ideal for cubicles, offices, and other personal workspaces, while the matte 
gray projection is a perfect addition for conference rooms, training rooms, or any AV environment.

 ▪ Rounded corners add style and eliminate sharp corners. 

 ▪ Made from porcelain coated steel alloy, Elemental is engineered with a high aluminum content for 
flexibility, making it ideal for curved walls or installation on pillars.

 ▪ When unrolled, the lightweight surface lays flat and stays flat, and features a self adhesive backing 
for easy installation.

 ▪ Surfaces larger than 2'H x 3'H ship rolled, and sizes up to 4'H x 8'W ship UPS to save you money.

 ▪ Fifty year limited warranty. TAA compliant.

Part No. Product Dimensions Ship Wt.

Elemental - Gloss White

 208JA-25* 1.5'H x 2'W 6 lbs

 208JB-25* 2'H x 3'W 11 lbs

 208JC-25* 3'H x 4'W 21 lbs

 208JD-25* 4'H x 4'W 28 lbs

 208JG-25* 4'H x 6'W 42 lbs

 208JH-25* 4'H x 8'W 56 lbs

Elemental - Projection Gray

 408JA-52* 1.5'H x 2'W 6 lbs

 408JB-52* 2'H x 3'W 11 lbs

 408JC-52* 3'H x 4'W 21 lbs

 408JD-52* 4'H x 4'W 28 lbs

 408JG-52* 4'H x 6'W 42 lbs

 408JH-52* 4'H x 8'W 56 lbs

Elemental surfaces larger 
than 2' x 3' ship rolled to 
save you time and money


